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ABSTRACT

The purposes of this research were to Investigate the burning rate.

of a composite, solid propellant in a rocket motor and to perform a comparison

wlth results of the earlier Princeton research on the burning rate of a strand of

composite, solid propellant which led to a theoretical burning rate law. The

role of radIatIve energy feedback to the propellant surface was of specIal

ihterest In this research.

A rocket motor incorpo-ating Interchpingeable. grains, and Inter-

chanaeable nozzles, which allowed prpgressive burning between) var'ous -

pressure levels, was developed. Chamber pressure versus time was recorded during

each motor firing. By equating the rate of production of combustion productq

from the solid propel lant to the flow rate of combustion products out of the

nozzle an Instantaneous burning rate for an Instantaneous chamber pressure was

calculated. It was found that, In general, the burning rate In the rocket

motor at any specified pressure was less than that of a' strand burning at the

samepressure. A detailed investigation of the reasons for this unexpected

behavior has been Initiated, but with no-definitive results as yet.

The energy feedback due to the presence of radiative heat flux, and

Its effect on the burning rate In a rocket motor, was investigated. In particular,

the radiation flux from the central gas column Incident upon the propellant

surface was theoretically computed. The values obtained proved to be of the same

order of magnitude as the measured radiation flux from the active flame zone.

However, preliminary experimental results showed the radiation flux from the hot

gas column to the propellant surface to be approximately -twice that received

from the flame zone. This radiative feedback wds expected to make the burning

*I
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I rate In a rocket motor higher than that of a strand at the same pressures As

noted above, this was opposite to the experimental result.

It Is concluded that more exact measurement of the bu.rning rates,

particularly In a rocket motor at constant pressure, should be made. At this

point, there are only two possibilities to explain the burning rate discrepancy

noted: onea fundamental difference between large, enclosed flames and smaLl,

open flames not yet disclosed In the current analysis; two, an unidentified error

associated with the determination of burning rates. The next step should be to
c

check the latter possib~lity.

"*1
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

• 0

I. Summer'fleld Burninq Rate Theory of Composite, Solid Propeliants: Early
Tests and Results.

Early research on the properties of burning solid propellants

revealed that the burning rate was a function of the gas pressure to which

the propellant was subjected. Initially, double-base propellants wure used

and studied, and a fairly complete understanding of their combustion process

was obtained. Double-base propellants are a homogeneous mixture of nitro-

cellulose and nltrogl.ycerine. Later, composite propellants consisting of a

fuel matrix acting as a binder for solid crystals of 6xldizer evenly distributed

In the formulation were developed. $everal empirical burning rate laws such

as Muraour's Law (r - a + bp) ,St. Robert's Law (r - bpn where 0.31fn!40.7)

and a combination of the two (r a d + bpn ) were applied but were found to

be valid for composite propellant combustion only over short pressure ranges.

This situation meant that many tests had to bu made In order to obtain even

an empirical description of the burnipg rate-pressure relatio ship for any

particular propellant -- a very time consuming task. In order to fill the

void'of understanding concerning composite propellant combustion and to

determine a burning rate law applicable over a wide pressure range, Professor

Martin Summerfleld proposed a so-called granular diffusion flame model for

composite., solid propellant combustlon. The relationship resulting from this

model was tsted with solid propellant strand data and found to agree very

well with the experimental results (I). This relationship Is of the form:

h/r .a/p + b/p.1/3

Ur
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In the above equation, (a) Is a constant determined by the chemical

kinetics of the combustion which are rate-controlling at low pressures,

and (b) Is a constant determined by the diffusion characteristics of

the fuel and oxidizer vapors, which are rate-controlling for combustion

at high pressures (I).

I * II, ExDerimentallv Noted Differences In Rocket Motbr and Strand Burning Rates

* A" strong test of any composite, solid propellant burning rate law

is how well it predicts the burning rate as a function of pressure In actual

uppicIatlon. Prediction of burning rates of composite propellant strands

using the Summerfield granular diffusion flame theory of combustion was

indeed accurate when comapared with the experimental results obtained from

burning strands. The accuracy with which the theory could predict thee
0

burning rate of composite propellant In an actual rocket motor still renmained

"to be determine"by experimental tests however. It was my plan to conduct

these tests. In general, results of industrial tests showed that the burning

rate of propellant in a rocket motor differed markedly from that of a strand

of identical propellant; in most cases the burning rate in a rocket motor

was said to be greater than that of a strand, though in some casus the reverse
iS

was found for unuxplained reasons. It was postulated that a "Scale" effect

existed between a rocket motor grain and a propellant strand due to the

different conditions under which combustion took place in the two cases.

Theamost obvious reason for the existence of this so-called scale effect

is the effect on the burning rate of radiant energy feedback to the propellant

surface. Other factors yet unknown may contribute to cause this scale effect.

*lt was decided to investigate theoretically and experimentally the magnitude of
fthi'radiant flux from the combustion gases incident upon~ the surfacu of a

IiI"_ _ _ _ __
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burning composite solid propellant, and consequently to test the applicability

of the granular diffusion flame theory of composite propellant burning rate

to rocket motors.
0o

III. Effect of Radiation on Comoosite Propellant Burning Rates

The original development of the Summerfleld granularediffuslon

flame theory assumed that radiation was a negligible mode of energy transfer

to the burning surface of a composite, solid propellant compared with cqnductlon

from the flame zone to the propellant surface. The change in burning rate

due to the .inclusion of terms corresponding to radiant heat transfer in the
S

granular diffusion flame theory was developed by Professor Summerfleld and

is.eyewed later in this thesis. Results are presented in (2) and in this

thesis. The possible sources of radiant energy are the thin reaction zone of

the solid propellant flame and, In a rocket motor, th4 hot combugtion gases

present in the central grain cavity or "core".

Experimental determination of the radiant energy from the

propellant flame was performed by D. W. Blair. l2), (9), (11). A theoretical

prediction of the radiant heat transferfrom the hot combustion gases to the

propellant grain in the experimental rocket motor and an experimental, check

of the validity of the predictioniwas my task.

In making these tests it was hoped that a reliable eiluatlon of

the role of radiant energy ln~solid propellant combustion could be made and

consequently reveal the general applicability of the modified Summerfleld

granular diffusion flame theory for the analytflel determination of composite,

* solid propellant burning rates.

Ax
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IV. The Strand Burner as a Solid Propellant Research Tool

Use of thb granular diffusion flame theory of composite propellant

burning rates is dependent upon the accurate determination of the parameters

(a) and (b) from measurements made from burning strands. Accurate measurement

of these parameters Is posseble only If the research tool used is capable of

producing data having a low scatter. Since, at present, the strand burner, is

the usual researc-h tool, It was decided to Investigate the desirability of

using strands for burning rate measurements and to develop the strand burner

to a point where the burning rate data obtained had as low a scatter as

possible, preferably 1% or less. The data obtained would then be compared

with rocket motor burning rate data. This Investigation (2, 9) was

performed In conjunctfln with the rocket motor tests. A summary may be found

in Appendix IV. The results of this Investigation and strand burner

development Indicated that the random errors associated with measuring the

burning rate of a given diameter strand might be kept to a 2% standard

deviation or less. Typical results of such testing were obtained by the *

author from 1/4" diameter strands of propellant identical with the.propellant

used in rocket motor tests and are shown in Figure 5. The random scatter in

these tests was less than 1% standard deviation.

40 I
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CHAPTER II

BURNING RATE DETERMINATION FROM ROCKET MOTOR
* EXPERIMENTS WITH RADIAL BURNING GRAINS

I. Grain and Rocket Motor Conflauration--CrIteria and Desioo.

"* In a solid propellant rocket motor the chamber pressure variation

with time Is related directly to the area of burning surface of the propellant

for a fixed nozzle diameter. There are three general classifications of

pressure-time relations In a solid propellant rocket motor using any particular

grain design and its assoc-ated burning surface. These classifications are

called progressive, neutral, and regressive burning characteristics and directly

indicate the manner In which the asea of propellant burning surface varies with

time (6). A progressive burning characteristic Indicates that the burning area

of the propellant increases with time: resulting in a continuous chamber pressure

Increase. Regressive burning Is the converse of progresstve burning and

1indicates that the chamber pressure decreases with time, while a neutral burnling
=0

characteristic means that the chamber pressure in the rocket motor remains*

constant with time during the firing. There are comb.Inationi of these

characteristics due to special grain design but th'eso need not concern us at

this time.

Experimentally, It has been found that the b~rning rate of a

solid propellant Is a function of the pressure on the burning surface of

the propellant. A progressive burning grain was used because It reduced the

necessary number of rocket motor test firings by providing data over a range

of pressures Ina single firing. A cylindrical grain having a cylindrical

Inside port was chosen. This arain would burn radially outward from the port

surface and provide an increasing burning surface and chamber pressure, In

thoory, the surface of thisograin would be a series of concentric cylinders of
0 S
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constant length. This would make relatively simple the analysis necessary

to obtain the burning rate versus pressure curve of the propel lant from the

test firing.

In the actual design of the radial burning grains to be used in

these tests, several related factors had to beoconsidered. These factors

were: the weight of propellant that could be formulated at one time, the

prevention of erosive burning effects, the chamber pressures obtainable from

any rati., KN, of burning surface area to nozzle throat area, and the

minimum nozzle diameter (to be greater than or equal to 1/4 Inch) toprevent

nozzle constriction from thermal expansion during firing. Increased burning
0

rqtes due to gas flow scrubbing of the burning surfac.--erosive burning--were

eliminated by uting a ratio of grain port to nozzle throat area greater than

or equal to 10. The ratio, KN, as.a function of chamber pressure for a

typical propellant used In the Princeton University research on solid pro-

pellants was calculated from the equation

k-I

KN - ( f ZE -l 3

PC - pressure, psi

r 0 Ourning rate, In/sec

g - acceleration of9gravity

k - ratio of.combustlon gas specific heats, 1.235 (6)

a density of goiid propellant, 0.0637 #/In3

R a universal gas constant

T g temperature of combustion, assumed to be adiabatic flame
temperature , 4260PR

MW - molecular weight of combustion products, 23.45#/mole

0 -
0I
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P and r data for a 75:25, P-13, NHCI0 4 , propellant were obtained

from (5) and the resulting KN-Pc curve Is shown in Figure 6. The weight of

propellant that could be formulated at one time was formerly 600 grams.

After the motor and grain design was fixed and the necessary equipment

constructed, Improved propellant formulation procedures enabled me to make

twice this amount.of.propellant at one time.

The first step In designing the necessary grqln dimensions was

to determine the nozzle throat diameter using the above mentioned four

factors. This was done by writing an equation for the weight of the ýropellant

grain in terms of the ratios mentioned in the design factors and solving

for the throat diameter.

(2)

W - weight of propellant,#

dt a throat diameter, In.

- density of propellant

KNI - value of KN at start of combustion

KN2  vdlue of KN at end of combustion

A derivation of this relation is given Jn Appendix I. The port diameter,

grain length, and outside grain diameter were then determined by the equations:
0

1/1 
. (3)•

01k

S -
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i vnS

where

* dp a port diameter, In

L n grain length, In

D - outside grain diametor, in

From Figure 6, the, values of KN were found for the desired change

in charber pressure during the motor test. 'he corresponding graln dimensions

and nozzle throat diameter were calculated via Equations (2) through .(5). The

grain dimensions arrived at by the preceting method of calculation did not

Sinclude the Increase inograiii s•ze due to the necessity of Inhibiting the

grain to prevent combustion from taking place anywhere bq•t on toe grain port

surface. A 1/0f' thickness of inhibitor.was deemed necessary to prevent tha.

initiation of combustion on any surfaces. At the time that this consideration

was brought to light, the grain molds and combustion chamber had already been

constructed aid the maximum inhlb.!tor thickness 9n the low pressure grain

could be only 1/16 inch. It was later found this thickness was satisfoactory

even at pressures as high as 1000 psi. Tha medium and high chamber pressure
* 0

grains were smaller In diameter and readily permitted a I/E' inhibitor

thicknesp. In fact, it was decided to use enough Inhibitor ;n the outside

cylindrical portion of the grains~to make their maximum diameter correspond

to the Inside diametir of the rocket comlustion chamber. This eliminated tAe

* necessity of providing a mechanical support for each. grain to hold It In the

center of the combustion chamber (Figumes 12, 13).,

* SS
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Having fixed grain dimensions and their associated qozzle diameters,
0

* the physical design of the nozzles and combustion chamber was accomplished.

Since It was unnecessary to measure the thrust level of the

rocket ,motor to determine the propellant burning rate, a simple converging,

choked nozzle design was used for each range of chamber pressures. The

nozzles were made Interchangeable by designing them to be slipped Into the

nozzle holder plate at the rear end of the moto', see Figure 7. A metal-

to-metal seal between the shoulder of the nozzle block and the nozzle holder

plate, utilizing the motor chamber pressure to provide the sealing force,

prevented the combustion products from escaping an/where but out the nozzle,

Figure 10. The nozzle converged at a 300 angle to the throat with a 0.5 Inch

radius at the transition to the throat diameter. Copper waL used, because of

its high thermal conductivity, In the nozzle block To prevent nozzle burnout,

end•a nalybdvnum insert in the throat seoftion prevented nazzle erosion by the
0

o.hut, high velocity rocket exhaust. Molybdenum was selected for the nozzle Insert
* . •

IIIIteriai because of Its relatively high heat conductivity and lack of chemical
00

reaction in the reducing atmosphere of the rocket exhaust. No measurable

eroslon or changep, in nozzle diameter was noted in the process of rocket motor

testing. Later, an all copper nozzle was employed for somp motor tests

without any measurable-eroslon, raising the question of the necessity of using

a molybdenwn Insert In future, short run duration, motor tests,

• It was decided to use one combustion chamber size for all grains

t1 be fired, and the maximum grain length and diameter fixed ihis size.

A spacer between the front wall of the combustion chamber and the grain was used

In each cae to supply a stagnant porketoof gas at the pressure tap and leave

room for gnilter placement. The chamber wail was designed to burst at 4000 psig

* to minimize explosion hazard in case of a motor malfunction, and a burst

0
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* disc obto'1bly--dlsc burst pressure was 3000 psig-- see Figurg 8, was

* employed. lo facilitate grain loading and nuzzle changing, the nozzle

holder plate was designed to screw JInto..the combustion chamber and a gas

seal was effected by a spiral wound, metaM-osbostos gasket compressed

between the nozzle holder plate and the combustion chamber. The motor

mount wi* simply a section of I-beam bolted to the test stand's concrete

floor with a simple A-framne to hold the motor Itself.

I. inl liunket _otor, t1 e~j and Qrai n DIrmn~s o is

The final rocket motor, nozzle, and grain dimensions are given

Iii !•ible I, Appendix I; more details of the rocket motor are given In Figure 10-

I1I. Grain PrtniirbtIon

, The propellant formulation used in making solid propellant

grains was a standard type used In previous ,rlnceton University research.

Thui basic constituents were ammonlum perchlorate crystals for the oxidizer

and a styrene based, polyecter resin as the fuel.*.The oxidizer was obtained

from American Potash and Chemical CXnp•.ny designated "Aerojet As Received."

The fuel resin was obtained from Rohm & Hdas Company and had the designation"

"P-13.11 The composition of the propellant is given In Table I with the

numbers Indicating percent of the total awcunt. This propellant formulation

was den'ely loaded wlth.oxldizer and consequently provided combustion

conditions closer to stolchlometric fhan any other Princeton formulation.

This resulted In Increased combustion efficiency but also a faster burning

rate than a less oxidized propellant. The increasedburning rate meant short

tiring times in the rocket motor with only a small increase In the adiabatic

flame temperature. Thus the heat loss to the rocket motor's metal

n*

~ -- -n



components was loss than thht 'loss would have been with a slower burning

* propellant. It was felt that the decrioused firing time would not adversely

affect the accuracy of the data obtained from the chamber pressure versus

time trace recorded during each motor test. Furthermore, the very viscous

nature of this propellant made It easy to fill the grain molds and Insert

the mandrels without excess propellant from the mold being lost through spillage.

TABLE

00

Roke Motor Soi0rpla opsto

Desinate AP80:2, Pinceon nivesit

P 3 97

Rocket Mot rSolid Prpe6an.o0oito

DalEsigna Kted e AP8020eroineto University0.1 00Potal 100.05

Nuode Cobat 0.
_R_4
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0.IV. Ltrc,ýstjre R ecording S~s~t2Ms"

Two methods of obtaining and recording the chamber pressuro-time

history of the rocket motor during a test were used, both being tested

concurrently to ascertain the best method. The first method utilized a

miniature slide-wire potentiometer type pressure transducer. The transduc.Ur oulput

was fed into an oscilloscope set tor a sweep raie of one centimeter per second

* and a photogrieph taken of the resulting pressuroe trace. The transducer

was mounted on the floor of the test tell to eliminate noise signal due to

vibration during firing. The second method usedoa bourdon tube sensing elinent

whose deflection was recorded on a chart recorder. The complete instrument

was made by the Esterlino-Angus Company. In both cases, the pressure sensing

elements were protected by having the presstre impulse transmitted to them

by hydraulic. fluid in a line from the element to the rocket motor chamber.

In*the case of the Esterline-Angus recorder, the line was of a much greater

length and was fitted with a needle valve to act as a snubber for most 6f

the high frequency, high pressure Impulses when the Igniter wqnt off. It was

physically larger data Image, making It easier to reduce the errors Involved

In calculating the instantaneous burning rate. In addition, since the

electric pressure transducer had a range from 0-3000 pslg, the high oscilloscope

sulsitlVity necessary lb gut d useful trace at low maximum chamber pressures

revealed the Integral step'l'•Thý-bdtputocf the transducer when the sliding

coatact changed from coil to coil. Tbils type of output made It Ini~ossIble to

get continuous chamber pressure versus time data. The only disadvantage

in~using the Esterline-Angus recorder was that the data had to be replotted on

rectilinear. paper before the pressure-time trace coiuId be used to obtain burning

- .* rate data.: This relflottlng could be done to an accuracy of about ± 5 psi *from

the Esterline-Angus record chart$ which was within te±t 10 psi accuracy ,
v l 0 0 0

available from thai recordeor Itself. Due to the presence of a pressure pulse



snubber. in the pressure pickup line to the recorder, the resp;mnse time

was known only to be of the order of 1/4 to 1/2 a second. For the purpose
• 0

of analysis, the start of steady-state burning was assumed to be when thU

extrapolated pressure curve made an Intersection with a line perpendicular

to the time'lxis, drawn from the time of igniter discharge. Although this

caused a slight error In mags consumption computations because the chamber

pressure build-up time was neglected, the mass fraction so assumed was very

small compared to the total propellant mass available.

V. Initial Test Results

Inltia Itest red'Ults were quite disappointing since the pressure-

time trace obtained showed a rather slow tall off--or cessation of chanmber

.pressure and hence burning--rather than the sharp cut-off expected fron a

.uniformly, readlai burning grain. Several explanations arose--non-uniform

Ignition of the port surface, propellant volds, cracking of the grain due '

to a high pressure Impulse from the igniter, unuven ignition due to the

Inbudding of hat Igniter particles deeply into the propellant because the

j *Iynitwr had been placed In the port of the grain. It was decided that an

investigatJoMl of the propellanT burning surface should be mode by quenching

the grain during a motor test. Consequently a water quenching system wasfiei up, see Figure 15. •

The possibility of propellant volds causing a non-radial burning

Ssurtfce was Investigated by forming some grains of a 75:25 compositlon, which

was very soupy Irn 1he uncured stalhe and easily deaerated during the grain

mulding process. These grains exhibited the same lorfn cut-off period

originally founo in the 80:20 grain formulation. This indicated that

propellant voids formed during the grain forftblation process were not the

caus!e of thv long cut-off pIriod (herein referred to as "tall-off.")
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Water quenching of both 75:25 and 80:20 propellant grains with the" Igniter
0 0

nlaced In the grain port showed that there were indeed holes In the radial

burning surface, varying ?n diameter from about one-half Inch to one-and-

one-half Inches, but no evidence of grain cracking was seen. It was

concluded that hot particles of the Igniter were Imbedding themselves In

the propellant surface upon Igniter firing and causing local holes to be

formed, Figure 16.

At this point the Igniter must be described. It was of the "Jel y
0 0

roll" type consIsting of magnesium powder mix sd inq a slurry, spread*evenly

thick on a cellophane back, and allowed to dry. The subsequent sheet was
0

cut Into strips and rolled around an electrical squib. It could be made1in ny desIred weight.. We used a 6gm Jelly roll, made. by Special Devices,

Incorporated which had an Ignition time to Ignite all the magnesium powderý

of approximately 20 milliseconds. It was decided to obtain a "sliow acting"
°S

6gm'JelIy roIl and at the seam&.time deveIop an Igniter using hot gases to

ignJte the propellant. The-hot gas" Igniters used an electrlc match Igniting

S a'BC. blackpowder and scrapIngs of solid propel4ant. These Igniters were
S0 . I

* "found t*8 produce poorly repeatable Ignition results. With the arrival and'.tostlng

of the slow actIng Jelly roll i ,gnIters, the.hot gas Igniters weree.pbandoned.
00

Quench tests of grains, ign!ted with the slow acting-Jelly roll were

made. The igniters were anchoredin the spacer so that the burning magnesium

particles were swept past the scraped surface of the grain port. Th6 quench

tests showed that there was nopIttlng of the propel lant and uniform, radial I

burning. The Ignition problem was thpn consldred to be solveI.

As Indicated above, the water quenching of burning grains was very
successful In the Interruption and extinguishing of the burning grains. The

method used I"ncorpor•e•e4 ofiray rae. T 0 spray rake was Ins4rted In the

0 S Sý
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f ront end of the rocket motor on I ts centerlI Ine and projected a heavy,

radial spray of water on the grain port surface i'n the comrbustion chamber,Iiue1.Awtrfo aeo proiaeyffyglosprmnt
Immediately quenched the burning, as Indicated by the pressure-time trace

of a quocNhed grain In Figure 17. 0

0 Examination of several quenched 9talms, burnitig at low and high"

00

0burning surface, F Igure 18.. A sketch of a typical, quenched grain surface

*Is shown below and

00

fronm the studies conducted by 0. W. Blair on strands. The 6mali dip--

exaggerated In the sketch but uniform alI. around the grain--ip the propellant

surface Is explained by the tendency of propellant to burn faster neor a

molded surfa4;e. A "molded sur face" It that portion of a casfing of sol id

pr'ope.llant whrch was In contact .with the surface'of the casting mold. 41he

rpasdn for the small rise in flie surtace le'vel; Immediately adjacent to

the Inhibitor, may~beexpiained 'by tho comple~te r~emoval of oxidrzer crystals

at the grain surface during the removal of the mold release agent associated

0 with the preparation of the cured grain for Inhibitinp. The lack of oxidizer

rateat hissurfate. The Increase in araa due to the dips was small and

Itviscociddthat frteppoeof edato reduction, radial burning

to l c nt l t e d ps r a hOthe outside l h b io surface. At hi
00

pont J~ ufc tr~ o decrease as the edges dt the dip

*x

0 44"

- ~ ~ 0 !
*-40.W-- 1i j" - ,,-
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burned toward the centereof the grain. The resulting decrease in surface

area, once the dips reached the outside inhibitor surface, cbused the chamber

* pressure to decrease as the remaining propellant was consumed and formed

the observed "tall-ortf".- The final conclusion concerning data reduction was

that the burning rates could be calculated safely up to the point of maximum
0

chamber pressure,.assuming that the burning was uniformly radial. The area'

increase due to the dips was less tharF3%.

The initial testing also revealed that the calculated KN data used

in the original design of the grain and nozzle.diameter was low. That is,

-ratios of KN greater than calculated were necessary to obtaIrlithe desiredI

pressure vaCiations. TA see this, see the curves on Figure 6. Subsequent

• experimental KN values of 80:20 pr~opellan'lwe;e determined and It was found
0N

that the use of two new, smaller diameter nozzles--bf 0.359 Inch and 0.250 inch.

diameter, respectively--and the low and medium pressure grain designs would

produce the desired range in pressure.varration from 200 psig to 1500 psig,

Inclusive.

Calculation of burning rates at Iow*chamber pressures revealed

approximdtely 15% lowe~r bwrning rates than those-deterffMned from strands.

It was decided to go to hlgher maximum chamber pressures.and determine the

associated'burning rates to she rf the ;rend cpntinued. This was done using

* the new, smaller nozzles and the lo* amd medium pilessure gr'in designs.

VI. Data Reduction Procedure

As mentioned previously,•one of the advantages in using a radial

burjnIgg grain was the relativeoease of calcalating the propellant burning

rate from the pressure-timecurve recorded during thenmotor test. The pro-

cedure for these burning ratp calculations was to equate the propellant mass
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consumed by combustion to the mass outflow through the nozzle. A term In-

volvlig the rate of gas mass Increase Inside the combustion chamber was very

small compared to the other terms and was discarded In the burning rate

analysis. *The mass of propellant consumed Is directly proportional to the

difference in grain port radius squared at a given time and the initial,

port radius squzlred. Hence an expression for the Instantaneous radius as a

function of time,. Instantaneous chamber pressure, the Integrated area under

the pressure-time curve up to that time, and the characieristic velocity
c* .could be obtained. The time derivative of this expression Is the

instantaneous7 burning rate of the propellant. For a complete derivation of

the expression determining the burning rate, and an example of the data

reduction procedure, see Appendix II. This method of data reduction Is similar[ "• to that given In (8).•" --

The. pressure-tige trace obtained directly from thi.Esterline-Angus

recorder wag not a rectilinear plot slce the.recorder pen, actuated by the

bourdon tube pressure sensing element, traced an aec on the recorder paper,.

Figure 19,. Therefore, It was.necessary to replot the recorded aata on

recti linear odrdinate paper sjnce arda Is not conserved under transforma-

tion of one coordinate in a two cbordinate system. This was done In all

cases and a typical pressure-time trace, replotted on rectilinear paper, Is

showq in Figure 20.'

Originaliy, the Integration of the area under the replotted pressure-

time curve for each ýuun was done with a planimeter. This process was very

time cbnsumlng and It was found that the method of trapezoids was much

faster and Just as accurate as a planimeter. A method of integration using

.SImpson's Rule was also tried but the smallest comnenient division of the

time scale Into equal elements of time did not give as good accuracy as the

above two methods, and the method was discarded.

S 1]
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The avuragu c* for each test firing was found by dividing the entire,

Int(ogrdtud (lroo undur the pgussuru-time cjurve by'thu weight of propellant and

Inhibitor burned.

xp. a PCdt/W'
* Atg

0S

At a nozzle throat area

•Cxp. =. experimental chardcteristic~velocity

tfn I r%31 total combustion time

Pc Instantaneous chambur pressure

SW' weight of propellant and Inhibitor burned

g acceluration at yeravity

Thu experimentally duturmIned c**s showed a varl r/lon from 4,300 ft/soc. to

4,10 ft/sec. In the tests reported In this 'I.h s. "t was decided to use

I a n a.veragu, expvrImental c* of 4,520 ft/suc. for the data reduction to obtain
* . 0 .

burning rates. Thu percentace devIcitionsof experimental c*'s from this

* average ed.4re approximately t.5%. The total weight of propeHamt and In-

hibitor burned was used for tWese c* determinations because a %mall quant'ity

.of the Inhibitor was burned by theu hot combustion gases and subsequently

exhlusted out thu nozzle. The weight of Inhibitor burned contributed to the

ch,:libur presbure and mass"f low~out the nozzle of the rocket motor and.

theresore had to be Included in the cclculation of the experlmental° c*. W1

wis determined by weighing thme Inhbitodograin before firing and weighing

the Inhibitor after firing, the diffurepce being the weight of combustion

yasos which flowed out the rocket nozzle.

The use of only one malue of c*, 4,520 ft/sec., Instead of an

Instantaneous c* for each pressure In the calculation of the burning rate

as a function of. pressure resulted In a decreassfof data point scatter of

the burning rate vs. presure curve,**

• S
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ViI. Final Results of MotoreTests and Comparison with Strands

The calcul 2 ted burning rates as a function of chamber pressure

* frqm the rocket motor tests are shown In Figure 21. These tests gave the

* unexpected result that the average burning rate of tne propell an In the

rocket motor was lower by • to 13% than the rate determined from extruded

,strands of Identical propellant. It must be noted that the discrepancy

decreased as the chamber pressure Increased, though no meason for this is

available at present. At first 't was thought that the hat loss and

consequent decrgase In c* at relatively low chamber pressures (around 300-

500 psi) was re§ponsible for the 10% drscrepancy.. However a short ealculation,

assuming an upper limit of heat loss, resulted In an aplpioximate lecrease

In burning-rate of only 1.5% and did not ýxplain the I0V discrepancy observed.

Later error calculations tAppendix II) show that the discrepancy Is partially

due to the uncertainty of the Correct value of c* used in the burning rute

calculations.

The Investigations of Blair (2), (9) showed that extruded strands

tend to burn abobt 7% faster than strands -having no mo ld surfaces. Since the

rocket motor test grains had very little, molded surface, It was tb be e4ected

thit a low varue of burnIng rate be found.*' However, the effect of the

"adiabaticity with respect to Fa~jiation,,of a radlal burning grain, was expected

to cause the grain to burn approximately 11 faster than a strand of the
* 0

Identical propellant hovIng no molded surfachs. This did not appear to be

the case. In view of these test results It was decided toeinspect closely

the role of radiation In 'stlld propellant, combustion, both In a strand ansi.

in a radial burning grain.

* q
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CHAPTER III

EFFECT OF RADIATION ON THE BURNING RATE
OF SOLID PROPELLANT IN STRANDS AND MOTORS

I. Theoretical AnalvsIs ShowinaorDlue To Radiation

The original derivation ofthe Summerfield Granular Diffusion Flame

expression for composite propellants, (2) and (10), considered that

conduction was the only mechanism feeding energy to.the propellant surface from

the reaction zone. Recently a radiation componenthas been added to-account

for possible radiative energy feedback. The results of this addition,

referring to the following sketch and using the following symbols is given

below. (This analysis may be compared with the results in (2).)

= radiant energy flux feedback from flame

2L = radiant energy f ux loss from flame

m radiant energy flux into flame zone from externalsources (e.g., Icore from a hot gas core in a hollow
- burning grain)

O<F = Fraction Ix absorbed befbre the solid surfaceI= enthal~y of bombustion cpg (T (ad)-To)

"T a final temperature of combustion products

TI(4,= final temperature (adiabatic case)

TS - temperature of solid surface--assumed Independent
of P, valid if Eact 7P. 2.kcal/mole

Tel = ambient propellant temperature

= hypothetical burning rate in absence of radiation

r a actual burning rate with radiation term Included
F •

•p•density of solid pro~ellant

i 0
I . I S
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c specific heat of solid propellant

QS - exothqrmlc heat of solid to gas reaction at surface

, - specific heat of combustibn products

- adiabatic gaseous reaction time in flame *

- actual time for gaseous reaction

ForO the general case Including all types of radiative energy loes

and gain, the change In propel.lant burning'rate may be derived as follows.

With reference to the sketch below, the energy equation for a buenlng strand

may be written Os

' Wi , -C )C

CS~ (T' To• - T- -I

nC; x

S

* 0

+__ __ _ _ (2) -

From Equati~on 2,1M~ermine TI

7* 0 3)
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since -Now solve for T In Equation I:

(ai) _T 7s' _L T,_.
ax "I C L /h C, (4)

where L Is the distance between th~e surfaci of the propel lant and the

flame front. Estimation of the value of L may be done by assuminlg that

the densit~y of gas between the surface and~the flame front per unit of

surface area Is a function oniy of the distance between the propel laft

S • surface, and the flame front. It is also argued that this *distance Is

* "

Increased due to Incident eadtetlon on the propellfnt surface sllnce less

energy feedback by conduction is neces-ay to wvporlze the surface

propeflant. We may then write thalat

(

I ~~~ th deIs y of S gas T betweenF th ufac andFIJ the ~ i)a flm fron pe 1uito

I hesrfe and ther fulamcront. denteis alo rarguedon tatiathis disane nisin

Susincrea fr xpesed det nienI~daln ontherm propIend iRinto su he encerles

enuargy feedb obyt onutinisnecs o •rz h sufc

0 *

01. • •
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0e

V,

It has buun assumed that Ts Is approximately constant. This is true for

large values of activation energies anti may be seen from an examination of

the masl flow rate with respect to the pyrolysis rate of the propellant.

""-I i *• 4A ,

TSS

Since I•Is constant at a co'nstant pressure, the above" sketch shows that for

a large activation entirgy,.tho surface temperature, Ts stays constant.

NulinIr that

(7)

a four term equation, cubic in t , may be written from Equations (6) and (7)

. with no furtherassumptlions as:

a *r -osETA(4j- s) Ir To C- Q ( ) C,

To solve, for(tAs) u 1 4 < Divide Equat;on (8)

i by L.(Ts, -T-)-6• and Iet(i -j*S and retain only those terms of

order an. Then ry and

C,(1.)/p qyC 7- ) terms are of order •a nd the resulting equaflon

T( ) * v " (9)
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Now note that Is order of (1+8) ; then

and a " (IrJ -------4 (r.-r) Using the

4}

above relationships in Equation (9). we obtain:

arid

(~I) -WS 2 e

Putting Equation (10) In terms of burning rates, the general equation for

the change in burning rate due to radiation, • divided by the burning rate

with no radiation is

•. .f, (,•-' -•.1 4 9c.,-. • • ' "
Ar ________ + ~ .~

We are now able to Investigate the effect of radiation-in propellant

• burning rates In strands ind motors (2), For the case of the burning strand where

andandI*Equation (11) becomhes:

fc, Z-7 e --T-
In the case of a hollow grains burning on the Inside surface, 4 1 .•Zn÷ -

* 0J

" '1,c (AF •, an0d Z = I are assumnd. Then

41,A or-. R T,- -):Qj O r I
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00

1I. Invostilaatlon of Flame Zone Radiation ang Results

. The Investigation of the flame zone radiation was undertaken by

D. W. Blair, (2), (11), and was accomplished by means of a strand burner

equipped wlth an optical window and a series of apertures shown In Figure 28.

Values of I where observed for various propellants at a range of pressures.

Measurements of IL from flames of strands (80:20 mixture), burning at 500

psig came out to be 6.4 cal/cm2 sec or a flame emissivity of 0.075 based on

a theoretical flame temperature of 28000 K.. Insertlon*gf this I IL Into

Equation (12) assuming IF = IL gives

0 o,o o-o,o0C + (0(9-o -1) 0, Of/ (14)

IThlg result means that the burning rate of a strand predic;ed by the granular

j diffusion flame theory when the effects of radiation are included, is less

than the burning rate predicted by the equation.Lý t which neglects

I radiation, by approximately 2%. The effect of radiation Is Indeed small,

but is not negligible in the prediction of pro'pellant burning rates.

III. Theoretical Investigation of Radiant Energy Feedback In a Rocket Motor

An Investigation of the radiant heat feedback to the burning00An inesigtin ofterdatnetfebcgt h unn

surface of a radial" grain In a rocket motor, due to the radiation of ""

the hot combustion gases, was Initiated. Previous research at Princeton gave

the approximate mole fractions of significantly radiating combustion product.
for an 80:ZO, P-13 propellant as: 0

Component Mole Fraction o

co2  '. 0.0591 t

soH40 " 0.244

CIO 0.319
HCl 0 0.151

: 0 4
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ViT hape of the radiating gas column was assumed to be a cylinder

and the approximate optical path length was computed, from (16), to, be 0.2

feet for the radiation Impinging on the cylindrical surface of the burning

propellant grain. Detailed calculation of the radiant heat feedback is

given in Appendix III.
=0

The emissivities of the water vapor and carbon dioxide present in the

combustion gas. were &omputed, from (14) to.be 0. 182. and 0.0552. respectively,

for a total *pressure of 500 psi and a temperature~of 28000K. Since both

C02 and H2(T were present It was necessary to account for their mutual

absorption and determine a combined emissivity for CO2 and H2 0 as 0.1472.

Emissivities for Cd and HCI molecules were calculated using the

followling equation from 112):

eq '- kx Pi 4)]4-, ezp(- k,./ toJZ.)](e,

kF = averaqe absorption coefficient of fundamental

vibration-rotation band for ith component

K
FO average absorption coefficient of first

overtone vibration-rotation band for ith component

F emissivity of fundamental vibration-rotation
band

.FO b emissivity of first overtone vibration-rotation
. band

1 partial pressure of ith component

ie - optlc al" path length

Equation(17)gave the emissivity of CO and HCI at 500 psi and 2AO0°K as

0.0304 and O.O318,.respectively, for radiation to the grain's burning

"surface.

The total emisslvIty of the hot combustion gases at 500 psi and

2800°K was then found to be .0.145 giving a radiant heat feedback

II-
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to the grain surface, according to equation *q CT of 12.2

cal/cm2 sec. This heat flux Is approximatly twice the flux to the flame

zone as determined by Blair.

IV. Experimental Measurement of 9adan.t Enerav ofeCombustlon Products In

Rocket Motor *

Since the preceding calculations showed that radiant energy

feedback to the grain surface from the.combustion gases was appreciable,

It wah decided to check the calculation by experiment.

The rocket's combustion chamber.was modified to include a window

on its longitudinal axis, looking through the rocket nozzle. An aperiure

system was designed so that a radiation thermocouple (Model.RP-2, Charles

Reeder Co., KBr optics) could "see" through the combustion gases In the

rocket chamber and out through the rocket's'nozzle. The radiation

thermocouple was exposed to radiation from'the combustion gases only,and•

none from the hot metal.components of the rocket engine. A small N2 purge

was constructed to keep the window in the rocket motor clean during 9

motor firing: A schematic of'the experimental equipment Just described Is

shown In Figure 24.

The output from the radiation thermocouple was amplified by a

Kintel differential amplifier and sent to an*oscilloscope where the signal

was photographed. Since the output of the radiation thermocouple. Is due

to the difference in temperature between the senstive element and the

thermocouple case, it was necessary to reduce the test cell temperature

to the outside, amblent temperature +o minimize the eafect of convection

currents in the test cell during the motor test. The case of the

* thermocouple was also Inesulated to help stabilize the case 1,empera-ture.

"One test was made using quartz optics and three tests were
0 S
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made with KBr optics to allow radiation In the far Infrared to be

recorded. Alignment of the thermocouple with the aperture system was

accomplished by placing a 100 watt titanium filament lamp at the rocket

nozzie and placing the thermocouple In the center of the resulting beam

of light through the aperture system. The thermocouple receiver was

Isolated from vibration during a motor test to maintain alignment with

the aperture system.

A~typlcal radiation trace obtained from a motor test is shown In

Figure 24. The large peak at motor Ignition is due to radiation of the

bwrnilg magnesium from the Jelly roll igniter. The peak Just before the

completion of burning is due to the relatively large amount of glowing

soot fcom the burning Inhibitor at this point in the test. Radiant energy

measurements obtained from the one test using quartz optics were

approximately twice the value of radiation measurements obtained using

KBr optics. Since the three tests using KBr opttcs borrelate quite closely,

It is postulated that the aperture system, in the quartz optics 'test, was not

properly aligned and the radiation thermocouple "sav" a part of the rocket

nozzle, which would have a much higher emissive power than the combustion J

products.

If the results of the three radiation tests using KBr optics are

averaged, the radiant'flux received by the radiation thermocouple at a chamber

pressure of approxihately.500 psi is 275 mlcrowatts/cm2, or 1.05 watts per

steradlan subtended by the sensitive area of the thermocouple.

A theoretical prediction of theradiant energy received by an

elemental area placed in the samne posltion'as the radiation thermocouple

was then made,,and the analysis is given Appendix III. The extreme nays

of the aperture system define b small, cOrcular area, at the base of the

bot gas column In the combustion chamber, which Is "seen" by the radiation

0
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thermocouple. The sonsitive area of the radiation thernmcouple was
rectangular in shape, O.ZnnX2mm, approximately. It can be shown geometrically,'.

that the circular area formed by the extreme rays of the aperture system *

intersecting the base of the hot gas column, assuming the thermocouple

sensing area to be a point, is very nearly Identical with the elliptical

area formed by considering the rectangular thermocouple sensjng area, This

circular diameter was 0.23 cm and was 61.8 cm from the radiation receiver.

Since the normal Intensity at the center of the 0.23cm circle, at the base

of the cylindrical gas column, cannot be differentiated from the normal

Intensity of~a hemisphere whose radius is equal to the length of the hot

gas column, the normal Intensity of this hemisphere was determined. This'

Intensity was used to predict the radiant energy received at- the radiation

.receiver using the method outlined fqr radiant energy transfer between

elemental areas in references (14* and (16). The radiant energy flux at

the radlatiop receiver was calculated to be 1.49 watts per steradian

.-subtended by the receiver area. -The predicted radiant flux Is high since

no data yas available for emissivity corrections due to self absorption

In a gas mixture containing CO and HCI as well as CO2 and H2 0 vapor.

However, the predicted radiant flux was of the saine order of magnitude

as the measured'radiant flux, leading to Yhe conclusion that the method

employed to determine the emissivity of the combustion products Is quite

accurate. It may be coflcluded that the calculation, determining the radiant

energy flux to the burnilig surface of the sol Id propellant grain, Is at least

of the correct brdef of magnitude. Therefore the effect of radiatlon from

the combustion gases Is of significant Importance In determining the propellant

burning rate In a rocket motor because It Is a significant mode of heat

transfer.

.S
*ii 0
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As previously mentioned, the theoretical prediction of radiation

from the combustion gases to the burning surface of the radial burning grain

used in these tests was 12.2 cal/cm2 sec. Using a value of IF * 6.4

cal/cm2 sec and the calculated value of Icore = 12.2 cal/cm2 sec, the Abr/ro

due to radiation may be calculated from Equation 13 as
e0

r/ro z 0.040 + (0.0381 + 0.00762) = 0.0857

The net effect of flame and combustion gas radiation Is seen to be an

Increase of approximately 11% In the burning rate-of the solid propellant In

the test rocket motor over the burning rate of a strand.. This is apart

from erosive effects, strand diameter effects ,'and mold surface effects.I0

ii

. .••



* CHAPTER IV

FINAL STATEMENT ON EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF BURNING RATE OF
"* SOLID PROPELLANT IN STRANDS AND ROCKET MOTORS

.I. Sunvnarv of Predicted and Experimentally Determined Results

Theoretical considerations led to the conclusion that the burning

rate of a solid.propellant grain in a rocket motor: would exceed the burning.

rate of a strand of ldentlcal propel lant by the amount shown by equatlon 13.

Use of equations 12 and 13 coupled with experimental values of IF and

theoretical calculation of Icore showed that the-buC~nlng rate of the'solld

propellant grain should exceed that of a strand of Identical propellant by

approximately 11%. This Is apart from erosive, strand diameter, 'and mold

surface effects.

Experimental results from motor tests did not 9how the expected

Increased burning rates,Figure (21). The rocket motor burning rates averaged

from 13 to 2.5% lower than strand burning rates. The fact that extruded

1/4-.Inch strands were used, means that the experimental curve might be

corrected for dlameter and mold surface effects. One quarter Inch strands

tend to burn about 3% slower than 7/16 inch strandt, while extruded strands

tend to burn about 7% faster than strands with no mold surfaces. The net

effect Is that the strand burning rate curve shown In iFlgbres (5)land .(21i)

.should be lowered by approximately 4%. However, this- is not enough to cause

the rocket motor burning mate curves to show their expected JI% faster

burning rate. The above mentioned 4% correction In itrand burning rates In.

Figure 23 igould make the averagd motor burning rate 1.0% faster than the

burning rate In strands at 900 psi.

The motor burning rates were not observed to be 11% faster than
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the strand burning rates. Therefore an Investigation of the possible error

In these motor burning rates Is desirable.

II. Errors Igvolv;d In the Calculation of the Motor Burnina Rate

Examination of the plot of calculated burning rates versus pressure

Figure (24) re~elsa nonunlformlty In the curves. The nonuniformity may be

interpretea as being caused by a variation In the constant of integration used

In the Integral method of obtaining burning'rates from the pressure time.test data.

The constant of Integration is theinitial radius of the burning surface Just

after complete Ignition. This variation would account for the variation

observed in the pressure time traces hnd could be due to the nonreproducible

Ignition from the Jellyroll .igniters. The Ihtegral method of obtaining

Smotor burnin•, retes averages theprevious history of the burning rate up to

the point of the calculation.

f The first error analysi' In Appendix II shows that the burni4g

rates calculated at 900 psi have approxima+ely t6.7 error based oh the

standard deviation of the calculation for any test.

Any calculation from-a motor test gives an* (- versus P curve that

.ls ±6.7% accurate and the variation ;f the calculated burning rate curves-

from their average at 900 psi is ±5%, Therefore the total possible

uncertainty In the results calculated from all the tests is t11.7%. The

strand burning rates are Included within this error envelope. Therefore results

of comparison of strand and motor burning rate& are Inconclusive.

A second Independent check of the uncertainty in the calculated

motor burning rates Is desirable and should Involve tie nonunifprmlty.of

the preisure time test data. A good measure 6f the nonuniformity of the

pressure time curves Is the slope, . The (d Is measured, .

*from each "est, at a constent, chosen pressure. A fundamental assumption In

0 .
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this whole Investigation Is that the propellant Is reproducible be4cuse r

is regarded as a property of 'the propellant. If this Is not true, then

the apparent variation In r from test to test will be due to the,

varIatlon In propellant as well as any error due to the instrumentation.

There Is no effect of area In this error measurement because the factor

Involving area cancels out when finding the value of ;he

second error analysis in Appendix II shows that at a particular pressure

the percentage variation In the instantaneous burning rates from test to

test Is:

At 900 psi, the percentage variation, from test to test, of Instantaneous

burni~ng rate Is found to be approximately ±l5%, very close to the previously

calculated value of the possible error in.burning rate calcOlatlons.

Thq conclusion to be drawn from this error Investigation Is that

the present calculations of motor burning rates from radial burning motor

test data are not accurate enough to provide a conclusive comparison with

the burning rates of solid propellant strands. Furthermore, I think that

a radial burning gral'n providing a progressive pressure-time trace should

not.be used In further testing of this comparative nature. •Thls Is due

to the difficultles Involved In obtaining reproducible, uniform Ignition of

the glaln. A system provlding a relatively soft and controllable energy

i • Impulse for Ignition would be a Worthwhlle researcp tool jor;Studles of,•this

i typd. If this Ignition system.were available, a radial burning grain might

still be useful If propellont reproducibility and/or recording Instrumentation

error problems could.be solved.

1 .
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III. Conclusions and Suagestions for Further Research

There has been some evidence in the outside literature that at

chamber pressures less than 350 psi, the combustion efficiency of the solid

propellant, and the resulting value of c*, is low. These experimental

results tend to bear out the correctness of this evidence since Cow values

of c*, at the lower chamber pressures, would lower the average c* for the

rocket test and-depress the calculated burning rates. This would tend to

explain the Ipw burning rates determined from these motor tests, but as yet

no certain explanation is available to explain the low combustion efficiencies

at low chamber pressures.

Further rocket motor tests using grains with a neutral burning

characteristic should be made to tesf experimentally-the validity of the

conclus'ion that using a radial burning grain to determi'ne propellant

burning rates as a function of pressur'e is:unrellable and irreproducible.

It Is further suggested that the combustion mdchanism of composite

solid propellants at pressures below 400 psla be Investigated. This should

be done to explain the very large discrepancy in' strand anA motor burning

rates and determine the reason for the low values of c* In the preisure range

from atmospheric pressure to 400 psla.

In conclusion It may-be said that present strand burning rate

measurement techniques produce more reliable data than rocket motor tests

using radial burning grains. The.amount of radiant energy feedback to the

burning solid propellant was found in strandi to be about a third of that

In a rocketimotor having combustion taking place on surfaces Inside

the grain. The experimental neasurament of the radiant energy feedback In;a

rocket motor grain showed that the analytical calculation was essentially

S ", correct. Unfortunately no conclusions may be drawn as to the validity of the

% 0
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SummerfIeld granular diffusion flame theory for prediction of composite

propillant burning rates In a radial burning rocket motor. It Is also

Impossible to determine the reason for the Increased propellant burning

rates In a rocket or "scald' effect as observed by other research. Our

tests were unable to provide an accurate comparison of solid propellant

burnIng rates In rocket motors and strands. Consequently, the previously

suggested new research should be carried out to explain our present test

results.

I ; .... . ... .
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* APPENDIX I:

TABLE I; Final Design Dimensions for Rocket Motor and "Gralns

A. Rocket Motor Dimensions

Overall Length 11.75 In.

* * Outside Diameter 4.125 in.

Ijside Diameter 131625 in.

Combustion Chamber Length 8.625 In.

B. Grain Dimensions

I. Low Pressure Grain: d a 2.02 In.

D - 3.40 In.
L - 3.50 In.

2. Medium Pressure Grain d = 1.33 in.
p

D - 3.33 In.
L - 2.84 In.

3. High Pressure Grain dp - 1.42 in.

D a 2.40 in..L - 7.00 In.

C. Nozzle Diameters

I. Low Pressure dt - 0.640 in.

2: Medl~um Pressure dt W 0.422 In.

3. High Pressure dt * 0.452 In.

S re

* S i

* a
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TABLE IH. Density of Rocket Motor Propellant from Propellant Several Batches

Batch No. . Density #/In 3

50 0.0616
54 0.0616

55 0.0618

56 0.0620

56 0.0614

56 0.0616

Average Density: 0.06J6 + 0.0004 #/in3

Note: Density variation is within the lIlnits of measuring

error duo to weighing apparatus. Fluid used to determine propellant

density was a naptha type fluid, "Skellysolve C0' The average propellant

density was determined by these tests and used In burning rate computations.**

D.D erivation of E.qution for Nozzle Throat Diameter from Design Conditions

1*(10

441

dt:

• 9m.
• • • , •



APPENDIX 11: I. Qlata Reduction Procedureo Calculation of Burning Rates
jrom Rocket Motor Tests

As previously explained, the burning rat$ of the solid propellent

In a radial burning grain may be calculated by determining an expression for

the radius of the burning surface and dIfferentlating this e~presslon with

respect to tLme. The derivation of this procedure Is as follows and-Is

similar to the method In (8).

* Equate the rate of combustion gas generatlkn from the solid

propeLlant to the gas flow rate out the nozzle plus the rate of Increase of

th.9 combustion gas mass Inside the combustion chamber.

I,'..-

For a first approximation, assume L then

Abp~~ ,*yil ~(2)C.

and substituting [T: x/' and/ X.r/2'7kL , we get

/tic- (3)

o rZ/'r(4,)

A'.•
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Integrating, taking the square root and letting we iobtain

"gig(L•tj ij• f^ (5)"

and

The value of .7 Is known and constant for each particular

nozzle diameter and grain configuration, c* Is the averagej, expprimental c*

determined from the equation

y 7W W (7)

and Ro Is Initial grain port diemeter and a constant for each grdln.,;,;

Hence by calculating the area under the experimental pressure time
"curve on rectilinear paper up to a time the burning rate,

0 17

may' be found for the Instantaneous chamber pressure at time,

• It should be,,noted that there exists another method of calculating

the Instantaneous burning rate using the relations:

PC7 i f (kN) (8).

* • 0(9)

(00

This method requires taking two derivatives from experimental curves which

Is not a process that may be done accurately. The advantage to the Integral

method used In the data reduction is that Integration of da~a Is a stabilizing
0 0

process and may be much more accurately dohe than the determination of the

"slope of an experimental line.
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APPENDIX II: 2. r Due to Rate of Gas Mass Increase In Combustlion
CJamber

The effect of neglecting the ierm Ye) in Equation (I)

may be Investigated In the following manner. The effect of excluding the

termr[•.~ is to decrease the rate at which the ptopel lant produces gas

or to. decreasa 44e apparent, calculated burning r.ate. Hence to determine the

effect of the term we may write an expression r--) FP

which Is the Increase In the rate of propellant gas production. Here r

is the apparent burning rate neglecting* to and r Is the actual

burning rate. We may then say that

Combining Equations (11) and (12) we obtain

(rf)4pi.,~/ (13)

The term f': Is the Increase in gas mass due to volume change of the

combustion chamber. Since this term Is small we will approximate It by

saying it is equal to the volume change of the grain associated with the

apparent burning rate ( • Then

PC q (14)

Wlth this approximation for Vc, the term Y e. " becomes

O /C , .(15)
a J

- -- -- -. .- --.. 1- -
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Substituting Equations (14) and (15) Into Equation (13) and

dividing by o, results In

A_ (16)

Calculation of AIr" for a typical motor test showed that it

was of a constant value of +1% over the entire pressure range., Thus the

effect of neglecting the term .d(f V) ot Equ.tion (i)is indeed negigible

and will little affect the comparison of burning rates in rocket motors And

strands. ,

t I,
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APPENDIX II: 3. Error Analysis of Data Reduction Procedure

The burning rate of composite propellant in the rocket motor is a

function rc R 4j) ,/,d, n,' Specifically, r may be

explicitely writteh as

'while c* may be written as

Since the errors involved in 6alculating (-) are independent, we may

write that the standard deviation of the burning rate, SrP is,Reference '17),

5i • (gl-) •z 2--01 ~o
/,•/< tf. " t d 'E

4 .

I 4A' .-,0 da /o - "o.

,4 S

Noo 41irC0de, "

=5 SW 'r- t0,•

~ I4"'~C~~I/I7 •U 1I"eai~

A.I

9i
$.....
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SX•A has two values depending on wiether or not contraction of the

nozzle during firing Is conslde~ed.` For an order of magnitude approximation of

the amount the nozzle diameter might change during a run, It Is assumed that,

the nozzle reaches the temperature of 2000°R to'a 'depth of 0.1 inches during

the motor test. If the tediperature coefficient of~expansion of the AI'4 f
and the CU is assumed to be approximately 7xl0O6 in/In°F the S4

due to nozzle contraction is l.96x10 6 compared to S' of 0.159xl0O6

for the zero contraction case.

Calculation of the necessary partial derivatives of the burning

rate "'• ) and the associated values of standard deviation "

are tabulated In the following table.

Error Ouahgttv Tabulation

A' X

L 0.132 0.0174 10 .74Xi0

3.06x10"4 9.38x10" 8  1.25x10 2  11.72x10" 6

c* 0.431xi0" 5 0.186xi0I 0  7.52x,0 6  I .4xO4, Nozzle Contraction
7.35x,0 6  I.37xl0"4 No Nozzle Contraction

R 0.218 0.0475 2.5xlO3  0.0118xlO"6

0

At 4.78 22.2 0.312x10- 6  6.84x10" 6  Nozzle Contraction
0.159x' 3.53xI0" 6 No Nozzle Contraction

1I.04x10- 4  1.08xl0O8  2.29x10 3  24.7x10" 6

( 2

5. 79xlO 6  2.43x10-4

5

ij
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The standard deylation of the burning rate, Sr-

Sr is the standard deviation. The percent error associated with the burning

rate determination is shown in the table below:

S % Error in (r)W
Case r _

I) -No Nozzle Contraction (due to heating) 2.052xi0"2  6.70%

2) Nozzle Contraction (due to heating) 2.07xi0"2  6.76%

The percent error In the calculated motor burning rate due to the

possible error in the variables Xi" may be determined in the following

mannec. Consider that the burning rate standard deviation Sr Is a vector

whose coordinates are the errors In the quantities '(• . For example,

assume P, 13c, and c* are the variables

mC

The associated direction cosines are thus

dos Al

The fraction of , due tQ A Is th en I A-----t

Then the amount of S!r due to* A Is. thus F.-ls 1 A
and similarly.for the other variables. The percent change In motor burning rate

Is therefore 4,'Xdjo % for each variable 1 J . These percentages are

tabulated below:
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% Error in (ravg) due it Error In Variable

Vaer Iab Ie,'A %Abr=* 2 & iQ0, ravg .0.306
ravg

No Nozz e Contraction Nozzle Contractlon

.84xI0- 4  .0272 0.0271
PC 5.67xL1-4 .1855 . 0.185

C* 67.6x I -4 0
66.8x10.4 2. 190 2 .220

Ro 0.00561 x 0-4 0.0001 0.0001I

A [ 3 .3x 10-4
At 172x10-4 0.0564 0.11i

a• I i.gsx I0-4 0.392 0.392

f175xlo-4 3.850 3.950

6.7000 6.7620

f

I
1

0
|0

|S

It. is therefore evident that the largest single errors In motor

burning-rate determination are errors In propellant density and In c* determination.

i S

S
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APPENDIX II: 4. Motor Burning Rate Uncertainty Analysis

Arp a KPc ; K a constant

Let A /t L,•9 be the cylindrical area associated with a cylinder of mean

radius R, and differentiate above equation with respect to time, noting that

'-U Assume that r may be described by F O-p . Then

ld

Zr /p _7r
r-

t r-- ( -n)

At a constant chainu~er pressure, picked for comparison of pressure

time curves, soe-O . Therefore the variation of r at this pressure, 4r
Is:

0

•" +

0 P

AA

Ar-00 A
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The last equation shows tVhat the tost to test percent variation In

at a particular chomber pressure Is equal to the percent variation in the

slope, , at that pressure.

Tn data on ( resultlng from the rocket motor tests reported

herein Is presented below:

Medium Pressurc Low Pressure
Grain and 0.2-9' Grain and 0.359"
Diameter Nozzle Diameter Nozzle

900 2.72 900 1.24

900 2.85 900 2.15

900 2.2

600 1. 75 600 O,.90

600 2.22 600 0. 98

600 2.1 600 0.3

600 1.52

o

S°

#S
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APPENDIX III: I. Calculation of Radiant Enerpv Flux to Grain Burnina Surface

To approximate the amount of heat transferred back to the flame of

the burnrng hollow charge of a solid propel lant due to the core of hot exhaust

gases we may use fhe equation

Accordi'ng to Reference (7), the quantitltes of significantly radiating

exhaust gases are: 0.383 moles. CO2

2.067 moles CO

1.583 moles H2 0

0.975 moles HCI

in a total number of moles of produc.ts of 6.483.

"Assume that the height of the grain In question Is 5 Inches with

an Inside diameter of 2 3/4 Inches. The equivalent radius Le Is given by

"Reference (16)as 0,?s

For the concave grain surface area,

0jh ) L - '(Ov )(

P-r

ý 0,xý40

7 . .

A CR40  10 7 S

• /'-r " -.¢•
o*
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Emisslvltv for Pure Gases - Estlmtion (Reference 12)

000

Ar L5 E kWo)J C-1ro

where i' is average absorption coefficient for I It vibration rotation

band, P partial pressure of absorber, and optical path length.

kFO

where COoLis the integratrle' absorption coefficient.

There Is a restriction that P PAd4Ibut the same equations may also be used

when the total pressure is high asproved using Elasser's theoretical treat-

ment for equally Intense, equally spaced rotational lines., We may also write

that N7 " T -,7.

! , .

51"CA4# -,.*0-1 7 *T C v

Hence~ *(7-j) Tt 'ni ; Av p(T7). 7z AflPa C,

14''/ 7tle or
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99imu~flon-o

A
4."

I~r21.4 Ucm .!K&-c1e'

(.T~oo) 0 /Z41 (cm &/my~

(-kFO (o) 0 2(7, )

k,:0 (3000) x f 46(/~ (dim a/m
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Compare at two pressures, 500 psi = 34 atm and 1000 pslg - 68 atm.

• 0

"Pc 94(o.7,) /a86"o,,
!6

Optical Path = 0.2 ft. to cylindrical surface

'C - 2.17 ft atm (2.17) (12x2.54) . 66.2cm atm

4.34 ft atm * 132.4 cm atm

Reference (12) gives data for CO partial emissivities at values of 5 ft atm.

Hence calculate at this point:

CO
V. *

,, • ( E'(6T ,o0 ,,'0 . 0,_ (-r0-., -.. ,jo.o, b ,(o,•,=)oo

Z~oo*K

• 0,03 jo-,oo0/7

.57" = 0.01/7 /OOO p0 , a0id 2t0'/

0 ," S

oI
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We may note however, that the band width does not rapidly change with elevated

total pressure and relatively high values of absorber partial pressure. Hence

the emissivity of CO at 500 psig mayde estimated using the same data for 6•o

and Cp. as at 1000 Psig.
SCo

f ,., [1e.r9(.o.,,, x,.zNjo.o3'* ,. e-xp,- a.s'xA,4,.,Jo.o07

4.° -~ 0. 30o4 )..•~o/"s# O,'• Z6yOOK

It
Calculation of 6 Iit :

Referen•.e (12) shows that kAofor HCI may be dIrectly caIculated

from spectral data providing Kr Is known by the equation

where 'aIs the anharmonicity constant of the HCI molecule. The value

of %may be computed as being 1.793x10-2, (15).

7)ý4TOr0 V4
KO

21 Z-¢5,7,,~ 0 q,,Q, ,,

KF°..- -

/.4

r
i 5-
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FRIC

I S

Tcjta I Pressure of 500 psi:

67 sx- X4 z epf3r7'I.)JO 07 '-fi-eJp<~7&?SJ.7

0, Og(8

Iottase cluain P
S. plt~o, 

P m~o P-, 84 4a~m

a sot

*P4,e
T61d 2rusur of100 pi

CO 1/13 9

*DDA -I 6 i **.,,v C0c0 . .X

O~tWZ r.4, 7Ce~.3Lrin I//h
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Now compute r0 for 500 psig, aad 2800°K:.

CO42

Frm xtnso o Httlcharts, do! •?O4#,4

6co.o, v4o8

-PPI÷,o . s,, •o PPO.2Pc le I d.•

-o=?1*" oJo/X ,,

0' 094*

41 0

Correction Is determined from (14).

FPt•• + P -" .o /-

Hence extrapolation for correction factor CW from Reference,.(14)

gives ~a' -1,4

/10

The corrections for having both CO2 and H2 0 present, calculated

from Reference (14) Is determined for &PHO 8 . -.Sa
PfIo6 PP.o

T 0  .*oa) /=o -- a2,

"• •~~~6 '4 = •c=÷d. * •co -* 1u '

r i rT
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APPENDIX 111: 2. ProdlCilon of Radlant Energy Recelved by Radiatlon
Thermocouple Ousing Motor Test and Mparlson wlt
ExperImenta!,RBesults

I L

Ix

// .-

II

The normal Intensity seen by AR is the same as the normal Intensity

from the hemisphere of radiating gas Hi. Total heat transferred to Al by

cylinder Ci Is the same as heat transferred by equivalent hemisphere of

radiating gas*H2. For pu'rposes of computing the heat trdnsferred to elemental

area AR from elemental area Al, we are only concerned with the normal radiation

intensity through area Al due to the cylinder of gas CI. This normal radratlon

Intensity Is Identical to the normalI ntensity due to the hemisphere HI.

The total heat radiated from the cylinder CI equals the total heat

radlated from the equivale~t hemisphere H2 but the normal Intensity from C1

Is the same as the normal IntesiIty frqm HI. Since the heat transferred to

the area AR Is a functIon only of the normao Inten sty from CI, we need only I

compute the normal Intensity of the hemisphere Hi'to compute the heat transferred

to AR. This normal Intensity Is defined as the heat transferred to Al divided

"i '*



by 7I" . The calculation Is as follows for a total pressure of 500 psi and a

flame temperatune of 2800AK. The radius of HI Is assumed to be 7.2 Inches.

calculation: 40

,,,• ,= z.,t./oA

D, 0

Ao = o, o773

calculaioln: PIP.o fI.o/rn PPtP 6D O: O•.OO.

X•o= ,0 o4Xt -T• +P

II I.4 -,.

/*s 0 p~A~C(~ OIFP-J 1 1t P E ICOS

6 calculation for combined CO, and
• •co÷•4°o.oZC-•.o,e4,ý-o0 ,, ,10.C

I.calculation:

Kr,: PP, L 4-7 0 4 4w /9o csuni[~ ~ ~~ . t I.8Pu(~CI.)S

)-exp(-o.jz4 qjy,) Jo. oy E - exp 4-s~,K/9)j 0.0 7-

Le- 0. ,0326-

* ,
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"" . vce calculation: f j_,OS,140-M4 P PcOL.- _ i3.o7 94m 4

--,I r 0 .o'VY:,,,)"P• #. ,,,.

I S'

•,=- exf- <, Yx1O,,, ,•;,,)jo.o7 , e", ,,xo-,r.o,,,,;v,,, 17<>,

I

Total Emissivity, Heat Transfer, and Normal Intensity:

'I'

. d'T z ,2 ._- ".

Si ,

7=113w/5••

0 0,.,d~,

Se

e0



We are now In a position to predict the heat transfer that a

receiver would experience when placed in the same position as the receiver In
Ib

the experimental apparatus shown In Figure 26. The area which the*radiation

tnermocouple sees is approximately described by the extreme rays of the aperture

system. This diameter Is 0.0904 Inches or 0.23 cm, and the associated area

Is 0.0414 cm2 .

tS

The radiant hbat transfer to' the radiation thbrmocouple measured by

experiment Is . This may be conver.ted to giving the radiation per

steradlan received from the emitting surface AI through the solid angle

as follows: g •
exe

The average (• ) at approximately 500 psi experimentally found using

Kar optics Is 275 /W/C•' .

which Is of the same order of magnitude as predicted. It Is reasonable to

assume that the method ugel to compute emissivities and heat transfer by

radiation to the grain surface is approximately correct.

t0
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APPENDIX IV: Burning Rates Determined from Strbnds of Composite,
Solld Prooellant

I. Technique Development

In the research done on strand burning rates previous to the

ppriod starting in the fall of 1958, there was a relatively large amount

of scatter in the data and the rate at which propellant strands could be

made was low. Bbglnning In the fall of 1958, It was decided to undertake

an examination of the radiation from the flame of a solid propellant strand.

It begame desirable to Insure the uniformity of the propellant~strands,

increase the quantity of strands that could be made at one time, and improve

the design and operation of the strano burner. Thest developments would

increase the rate at which data could be obtained and reduce the scatter.

The necessary techniques were mainly developed by D. W. Blair, (2), with

some help from'the author.

2. Strand Burner Design a~nd Operation

The original strand burner design was modified by the Introduction

of a stainless steel tube or chimney surrounding tire propellant strand, see

Figures I and 2. The purge gas (nitrogen) flows into the chimney, up pastI S

the entire length of the strand and is exhausted at the top of the.chimney.

Flow rate of the purge gas, of the. order of 3 ft/sec was controlled by means.

of a metering valve having a micrometer control ollowing precise adjustment of

* the orifice opening. The purge gas flow was laminar at least up to the level

of the burning surface of the strand. The chimney was, originally, to purge

effectively the strand combustion products without disturbing the flame'

structure in order that the radiant energy emitted by the propellant flame

might be observed. TRe use of the chimney greatly reduced the scatter
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of burningirate data:and was.IQcorporatediIn all strand,burnlng rate

equipment.

Ignition Oas accomplished by means of a wire, passing through the

top of the strand, which is heated electrically until enough heat Is

transfdrred to the strand to cause Ignition. The burning surface of the strand

progresses counter to the purge gas flow In the chimney. A water system wOs

installed, Figure I, and quench tests showed that when the Ignition wire was

carefully placed very near the strand's top and along a diameter of the

strand, the burning surfaces obtained with the upward purge were quite flat

and perpendicular to the strand axes, Figure 3. The burning rate of the

strand was obtained by placing fusible wires at known distances along the

strand and connecting the wires to a clock circuit. The melting of the wires

stopped the associated clocks and hence the recording of elapsed time.

The possible errors In the system for obtaining strand burning rates

were closely Investigated at a standard pressure of 500 psig. Variation In

purge velocity In the chimney ranging from 0.6 to 2.0 ft/sec did not affect

the burning rate detectably. Purge gas for all pure.bairning rate'tests was

N2 but for radiation studies, up to 10% 02 was added to get rid of the smoke

in gas. The effect of 02 concentration was Investigated and found to be well

within the statistical scatter, up to pure air concentrations. The stamdard

burning rate determination method was to use strands inhibited on their surface

with two coats of Testor's Butyrate Dope (Blue)--a model airplane iacquqrplus

two coats of 5% Bakelite V.Y.L.F. plastic In methylane chloride. Checks of

Inhibited and uninhibited strands'at 100 psig showed no significant difference

In burning rate or in standard deviation of five runs for each strand type.

The effect of strand diameter in 7/lb inch and 1/4 inch strands was tested



at 500 psig. The 7/16 Inch diameter strands showed a 3$ Increase In burning

rate qver the 1/4 Inch strands. This might be expected from the decreased

convective heat loss as the strand diameter Is Increased.
SQ

3. Strand Manufacture

Strands were manufactured by mixing the propellant under vacuum and

extruding the uncured propeilant. Thee uncured propellant was placed In the

extruder reservoir under .vacuum, and extruded Into wax molds from which strands

were removed after curing was completed, Figure 4. When coarse oxidizer

particle size was used, ;settling of the oxidizer particles was noted when

the strands were cured with the molds constantly In one position. This

was avoided by constantly rotating the strands about their horizontal axis

during the curing time. The possible effect of a separation of the fuel and

oxidizer at molded surfaces was checked by casting the propellant Into a

Ix5x7 Inch block and cutting out 1/4 Inch strands after curing. At 500
0

pspg the cut strands having at least one molded'surface had burning rates

Identical with those of a standard cast strand but the strands cut from the

inside of the block had a 7% lower burning rate. It was suggested that there

was a separation of the fuel and oxidizer at a molded surface with the

resultant higher oxidizer concentration within'the strand, resulting In the

higher burbling rates of the extruded strands, but there is no direct proof for

this.
4. Sources of Random Error

The preceding section dealt with the systematic errors involved In

measuring the burning rate of solid propellant using the modified strand

burner. The sources of random error were uncertalntles in pressure on the

burning surface of the strand, in t-imlng wire placement, In timing clock
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0 relay response, In the limits of clock reading accuracy, In the Initial

strand temperature, and ln,the'unilformity'of, propellant. Webb,(3)

gives the random scatter due to these effects as 3.7%; 3.0% of this scatter

Webb attributed to propellant non-uniformity. However, present propellant

formulation and strand mqnufacturlng techniques were more closely controlled

than those of Webb and the random scatter due to propellant non-uniformity

was reduced to 1.0% or less.. Taback (4) found that his known sources of

:1I . error other than propellant non-uniformity accounted for 1.5 to 4% scatter

over a pressure range of 30-1500 psig, while his experimental scatter was

approximately twice that amount. Using the chimney purge strand burner;

extruded strands, and great care In the drilling, trimming, and pettlng of

the strands.in the burner, I was able to hold the scatter of data In a

complete burning rate versus pressure curve*(30- 500 psig) to 1% standard

deviation. That is, the standard deviation a+ any test pressure divided

by the average burning rate from 5 runs at that pressure was I% or less,

which Is well within the Identifiable random errors.

I
I'

*1 .SS I
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APPENDIX V: Grain Construction and Mot;r Firmna Procedure*Grain Construction,
II

Motor Firing Procedure: About fifteen minutes prior to firing;

the grass area subjected to the rocket exhaust was'wet down by a sprinkling

system,-to prevent fire. During this time the motor was prepared for firing.

The combustion chanber was securely mounted In a pipe vise and the grain

spacer, grain, and igniter'were qlaced Inside. From this point the test

cell warning buzzer was activated to ;arn personnel of an Impending motor* 0
* 0

test, Thenozzle was then inserted In the nozzle plate holder, the holder

screwed into the combustion chamber, and.tightened with a wrefch. It was

found that a light coating of oil on the seallIt g surfaces in contact with

the metallic-asbestos gasket prevented seal surface scoring and Insured a

good gas seal. An electrical safety plug was then removed from the Igniter

firing circuit, cutting all electrical power to the circuit. This plug was

then personally carried by the operator during all further preparatlons for

firing and not reinserted in the circuit until the firing sequence was begun.

The prepared motor was then mounted on the thrustmount, the Igniter

wires connected to the Igniter firing circuit, the exhaust product quencher.
IL "
* put In place, and the water turned on. The exhaust, product quencher was'

simply a one foot diameter, stainless steel tube with an Internal water

spray; Its purpose was to absorb the gaspous HCI in thearocket exhaust to

prevent adjacent personnel fromW breathingethe fumes. The motor was then

ready for the firing 6equence and the personnel In adjacent test cells

were warned of an impending test.
I

• The Igniter arming plug was Inserted In the supply line from the

24V DC power source and the igniter power switch turned on, partialky

arming the Igniter. The Igniter power, supply w~s then diverted through a

* F
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high resistanco, causing 4.5 ma to flow through the Igniter and regiter

on a mililammeter on the control panel. This tested continuity In the

igniter squib. A switch cutting out the high resistance was thea turned on

and the igniter circuit was fully armed, broken only by the normally open

firing switch and the rocket was completely ready for testing, Figure 14.

Thirty soconds before closing the fire swtjch, the test cell siren
0e

was turned on and'at'minus five seconds the Esterline-Angas-chart drive was

turned on. After thirty .4econds of siren noise, the fire switch was ciosed,

allowing 2 amperes to flow thr6ugh the igniter and Instantaneous Ignition

occured. After completion of the test, siren, warning b6"Mzer, and exhaust
*0

product quencher were turned off.*,The motor was then allowed to cool and

disassembled.

I•
I'"

I

i0
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